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“SAVE AMERICAN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY JOBS”
POSTS REVIEW OF “SOLD OUT” ON AMAZON AND TO THE
WORLD!
Co-Founder of “Save American Information Technology
Jobs” posts review of “Sold Out” on Amazon and to the
World!
I just finished “Sold Out: How High-Tech Billionaires and
Bipartisan Beltway Crapweasels Are Screwing America's
Best and Brightest Workers”. This is the first comprehensive
book of its kind describing the nightmare conditions that
Information Technology Professionals have experienced for
decades in regard to visa abuse, working conditions,
unemployment and stress levels in today’s Tech industry. I
know, I work in the tech industry.
The level of detail and references in which the authors
Michelle Malkin and John Miano, a programmer and who
became an attorney, delve into and describe about the
US Government's fraud ridden guest visa system and its
adverse effects on US IT Citizens is amazing and shocking in
its scope. The number of citations illustrates that the authors
have done their homework. This is not a book that makes
assertions without any supporting evidence. “Sold Out”
describes how Corporate American and Congress that sells
out American STEM and IT workers, and the book’s
narrative truths are more shocking than I previously thought
possible.
As an American IT professional with almost 20 years industry
experience I have seen first hand the negative impacts
these visa loopholes have had on US IT workers and quite
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frankly have witnessed the poor quality in software
products as a result.
A colleague and I have established a Facebook
Community page “Save American Information Technology
Jobs” as a means of providing the American public with
relevant news and first hand accounts of how the US Guest
Visa system has allowed employers the opportunity to
provide preferential treatment to foreign nationals while
victimizing US Citizens. “Sold Out” places a huge spotlight
on the US Visa guest worker system, calls out the corporate
perpetrators by name and provides irrefutable evidence
that the American public has been lead to believe a
blatant LIE. THE TRUTH is that there is absolutely no shortage
of "highly-skilled" US nationals in the job market. The H-1B
visa system was instituted and implemented by corporate
Crapweasels to obtain cheap labor in order to enrich
themselves, this is the 1% turning the screw on the 99%,
plain and simple. The American main stream media has
been blinded by US corporate propaganda techniques leading the American public largely ignorant. “Sold Out” is
leading the charge to educate the media and thus the
American public. That is why this book is so important.
Once informed of the facts, public outrage is the result.

“Sold Out” is a must read book for IT professionals , families
and friends of IT professionals, students studying Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) occupations,
and parents of students studying STEM professions. The
various corporate lobbyists and congress and the
executive branch of the US Government has stacked the
deck against its own citizens - those best and brightest IT
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engineers are forced into unemployment under the terms
of training their own replacements - foreign guest workers
from half way around the globe. A form of humiliation that
is unacceptable and cruel to any one, in any profession,
anywhere in this county; indeed any where in the world. I
cannot think of any other country in the world that treats its
own citizens in such a horrible fashion, a fashion of cruelty
that the Disney Corporation as so well crafted.
John Miano and Michelle Malkin have performed a public
service. Every US Citizen in IT, every college student
studying STEM, and every parent paying for their children’s
education should give read this book. “Sold Out” brings
home this horrific victimization to the national conversation.
H-1B Visa reform is long overdue, and this book hopefully
will serve as a platform for reform as the election cycle
approaches, now is the time for change, American
Information Technology is at a critical juncture. Are we as a
nation going to turn over our technology to a group and
foreign and inexpensive unqualified guest workers? Or are
we going to continue to innovate and create the best
world class technological systems? Are we going to stand
up for American Information Technology Workers - a critical
portion of middle class? Tech IT systems run our economy, it
is the central nervous system for our institutions and
corporate America and congress is currently destroying our
STEM workers and the technological innovation of this
county. Our US IT and STEM workers need jobs and our
economy requires a stable and growing middle class that is
not going to be “Sold Out”.
Best Regards, Your Co-Founder - Identity to Remain
Unknown.
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